UF Online Advising Group Meeting
Thursday, 9/27/18, 2:00pm
3032 Weimer Hall
1) Approval of 8/30/18 minutes (attached)
a) Minutes approved
b) Attendance: Meredith Beaupre (UFO Student Success); Jeannie Starobin (UFO Student Success);
Paul Higgerson (HHP); Brittany Schambow (HHP); Erica Alexander (HHP); Dom DeFeo (WCBA);
Nadav Katz (UFO Assistant Director of Finance); Kris Klann (NSFP Director); Laura Beth Lancaster
(CLAS); Dylan King (CLAS); Nicole Raymond (CLAS); Alejandra Delgado (CJC); Leland Henry (CJC);
Mike Sisk (CALS); Tori Houghton (UFO ROC); Dr. Ostroff (CJC); Kathy Harper (UFO Marketing);
Daniel Schieltz (UFO OneStop);
2) UF Online updates – Meredith
a) Dashboard reports
i) The dashboard demographic reports are still accurate Spring data to Meredith’s knowledge.
ii) Fall data will update soon.
iii) The UF Online Self Service Reports are not currently accurate since it is based on old data.
(1) You can still open the reports but the info will not be accurate.
b) Handbook changes
i) Question: will the handbook update with the Spring 2019 courses?
ii) It should, but email Meredith if it does not.
iii) The handbook will still exist but more information from the handbook will be moving into
the Plaza.
(1) Also, links to the prospective students page, and other links that aren’t be used, may be
moved.
iv) The Plaza will link to the handbook for some of the information that students used to access
through the handbook directly.
3) Student Success and Engagement – Jeannie
a) Plaza demo
i) The new Plaza has more capabilities for interaction and customization to each student.
ii) If you want to add files to your major groups for your students, please send them to Jeannie
and she can add them.
iii) This version of the Plaza should run more quickly than the previous version.
(1) Students can create their own groups much more quickly as well.
iv) All UF Online students will have a non-graded course in Canvas course that links to the UF
Online Plaza.
b) UF Online Tailgate

i) November 3rd, 3 hours before kickoff.
ii) UFO has 5 pairs of tickets reserved for advisors to give out, for free, to the Missouri game.
iii) There will be a drawing for those tickets so keep an eye on your email for more info.
4) PaCE – Nicole
a) Pace student group
i) Their first meeting of the semester is tonight, September 27th, at 6:30PM in Matherly 117.
5) Enrollment Management: ROC and One Stop – Melissa/Daniel/Tori
a) ROC (Tori)
i) There is an application fee waiver for Guild employees so UF can bill the employer directly.
ii) Engaging with state colleges for recruitment partnerships.
iii) UF Online’s programs will be added to the Complete Florida website.
b) OneStop (Daniel)
i) They are still working on the completed records in the old system, and everything will be in
the new system soon.
ii) For decision makers in My Admissions: LD applicants will less than 45 credits will be referred
to the college, so they will be in your queue in My Admissions.
iii) OneStop will be hiring a new admissions assistant since Rabya has moved into a transcript
evaluator role.
(1) Let Daniel know if you have any questions.
iv) Readmissions decisions are going through My Admissions as well.
(1) If you don’t have access, or have too much access, let Daniel know.
6) Marketing/Communication – Kathy
a) Guild
i) Three main employers: Discover, Walmart, and Disney
ii) Students in this program are assigned a Guild life coach, separate from an academic advisor.
iii) The life coach is meant to help the employee more with career satisfaction, and helping the
student advance in their existing company.
iv) These programs are pilots currently and there are opportunities to expand to other majors
in the future.
(1) If your department/college is interested in being part of Guild, let
Meredith/Jeannie/Kathy know.
v) For the Disney partnership specifically, it is for hourly employees who did not have access to
those benefits before.
(1) Includes US theme parks and stores, but not the entities owned by Disney yet (like ESPN,
ABC, etc.)
b) Vignettes on student success
i) If you received an email from Alex about the project to celebrate the 3,000 student
milestone, please respond to that email!
ii) Not all advisors received this email, so disregard this message if you did not receive that
email.
c) Fall campaigns for Spring are wrapping up on September 30th.
i) UF Online was on Hulu in the state of Florida.
ii) UFO was also on Instagram, and that campaign was very successful.
d) Student profiles

i)

Whenever a student profile is made, Marketing reaches out to the college communications
office for them to use the profile as well.
7) Links Orientation – Kris
a) Spring Links will go live on November 5th.
i) Kayleigh will send out the pages in Links for the colleges to edit their pages.
ii) She is also working on scheduling intro videos to be filmed for new advisors.
8) Degree Audits, COMPASS – Toby
a) The new degree audit is going live to students on October 1st.
b) Testing is going on this week with students from the Registrar's Office and UFIT.
c) Question: Is the GPA calculation in the new audits accurate?
i) No, they are working on correcting GPA issues in the new audits.
9) Compass feedback:
a) Question: Can a student cancel a SIDA add request?
i) Possibly? Check the Enrollment Request Search screen to see if there is history of the
request.
ii) Daniel is going to look into this further.

UF Online Advising Dashboard: https://www.advising.ufl.edu/UFO-Dashboard/
UF Online Handbook: http://handbook.ufonline.ufl.edu

